PRESS RELEASE

Margareta Paslaru and the american jazz trumpetist Mike Davison hold 4 workshops during EUROPAfest 2014

EUROPAfest hosts this year 4 workshops held by 2 great personalities from the both the international and the local artistic world.

Workshop: Margareta Paslaru
22 mai | “General Rehearsal“
20:00 | Ibis Caffe

Under the motto:
“During our youth we strive to be acknowledged,
When reaching maturity we have to use our fame in the good of others”
the artist Margareta Paslaru will share her experience from the stage with those eager to achieve success, in a much awaited workshop named “General Rehearsal“. “Each time I noticed talented youth, I invited them in my radio program “Margareta introduces....”, I gave them my support and I included them in my own projects, just like I did with the guitarist arranger Calin Grigoriu.”
At EUROPAfest 2014, during the workshop held by Margareta, the musician will present an individual moment, after which he will accompany the well-known Emilia Popescu in the play “Turneul” and the young Mirela Jienescu in “Emotii ciudate sentimente”. The music and text for both of the plays are created by Margareta Paslaru, reorchestred by Calin Grigoriu and can be found on the new CD “The actors are singing”, registered with the occasion of the national campaign “From artists to artists”, by UNITER.
The workshop will be followed by a jazz concert where bands from the Bucharest International Jazz Competition will sing. More information about the entrance to the event can be found at www.jmEvents.ro.

Workshop: Michael Davison | USA
21 mai | What is Cuban Music ?
22 mai | What is Latin Jazz ?
23 mai | What is Jazz Performance ?
15:00 | Ibis Caffe

Michael Davison is a legendary interpret, respected teacher, published composer and ethnomusicologist. Davison’s love for music shaped his entire life and career. He is an artist requested all over the country, as interpret and teacher. As interpret, he performed recitals in USA, France, The Netherlands, Spain, South Africa, China and Cuba. Davison recorded 4 jazz CDs, both as leader and as a band member. He is currently in Romania for Bucharest International Jazz Competition, as president of the jury committee. Those interested to participate in the jazz workshops are asked to contact the organizers at office@jmevents.ro.

For additional information and photos:
jmEvents.ro | office@jmevents.ro | 0720.31.61.62
Facebook EUROPAfest: www.facebook.com/EUROPAfest.Bucharest